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Dynamicsof a Local Perturbationin the X-V Model
II-Excitations*

By D. B. Abraham, E. Barouch,G. Gal/avotti, and A. Martin-Lof

Excitations of a single spin embedded in theXY chain are studied. We find that the
magnetization does not approach equilibrium, even if the external magnetic field
approaches a non-zero limit, and that oscillatory excitation resonates with the edge
of the one-particle spectrum band.
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1. Introduction

In a previo]ls_paper we considered the magnetization of a single spin embedded
in the XY chain after the external magnetic field is switched off. We have shown
that this spin thermalizes [1]. This problem was further studied by Emch and
Radin [2] from a C*-algebra point of view.

In this paper we continue our investigation by considering the reverse question.
If at time t = 0, we turn on a magnetic field whichapproaches a limit ast --t00,
does the magnetization of this spin also thermalize and approach a limit? The
answer here turns out to beno: we find that the magnetization doesnot approach
equilibrium, no matter how slowly the external field reaches its limit.

We shall also study the effect of an oscillatory field on the isolated spin. Because
of technical difficulties we study this by perturbation theory, and find a resonance
of the driving field with the external points of the one particle spectrum.

We have limited ourselves to the isotropic chain. In I, we showed that the aniso-
tropic chain can be studied along the same lines as the isotropic chain, and does not
reveal more information to the questions asked. In the case of local oscillatory
excitations, we conjecture that the magnetization of a spin in the anisotropic chain
with a constant field in thez direction will resonate with one of the global fre-
quencies found earlier [3] for the tanslationally invariant system.

* Partially supported by NSF Grant GP-29463.
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2. Formulation

Let the Hamiltonian of the chain be givenby (12.1)withy = 0 and

{

o t ::;0

h(t)= h(t) t > 0
(2.1)

where h(t) is an explicit time dependence of the external magnetic field, to be
discussed later.

The magnetization of the nth site, fort > 0 is given by

<I + cr.(t) = Z-1 Tr
[ e-PHo ~ L ei"(q'-q)a~(t)aq,(t) Jqq'

(2.2)

where z is the partition function of the lattice, and the operatorsaqare defined in
(13.3).

To determine the evolution of the operatorsaq,we need to solve the equation

idaq(t) = [aq(t), H(t)]dt
(2.3)

where H(t) is given explicitly in terms of the operatorsaqby

H(t) = L cos qa~aq + 2h(t)Ml L a~aq' e-i(q'-q)m
q q4

(2.4)

. wherem is the site of the impurity subjectedto the externalmagnetic field.
In general, the simplification of they = 0 case is in the lack of necessity to

perform a Bogoliubov transformation. In the present case, this allows us to express
aq(t)as a linear combination of the operatorsaq,but not a~,with time dependent
coefficients to be determined.

Explicitly we thus have

aq(t) = L Aqq,(t)aq"
. q'

Substitution of (2.5) in (2.3),and equating the coefficients of eachaqgives the set
of coupled differential equations

. 2., ~ .k
iApp.(t) = cos p' App,(t) + -h(t) e-'P mL.,Akit) el m

M k

with boundary conditionsApp.(O)= bp,p"Define

Xp(t) = LAkit)e-im(p-k).
k

Then, treating the last term in (2.6)as an inhomogeneous term, we have a formal
solution of (2.6) as

App,(t) = e-itcosp,( bpp' - ~ ei(p-p')m x {dt' eit'coSP'h(tl)Xp(t'))

"I
I

(2.5)

(2.6)
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(2.7)

(2.8)
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In order for us to obtainApp,(t),we need an equation for X-it). This is achieved by
performing the sum overp' in (2.8), namely

X it). = e-itcosp- 2i{ (~ ~ ei(t'-t)COsp)h(t')X p(t') dt' (2.9)

In the thermodynamic limit, we may replace the sum in (2.9) by an integral,
which is the integral representation of the Bessel function of zero-order, so (2.9)
may be written as .

X(p,t) ~ e-itcosp - 2ift Jo(t - t')h(t')X(P,t')dt'
0 .

Direct substitution ofApp,(t)1determined from (2.8), in (2.2) using (2.5) yield

(1 + (T~(t»= Z-lTr{exp[ -p~cosqa~aqJ

x .3.- " ein(k- k')" A * (t)A (t)ata
}M L., L., sk s'k' s s'kk' ss'

Since

Z-lTr{exp[ -p~cosqa:aqJalas.} = (1 +ePcoss')-lc5ss"

we may rewrite (2.11) as

(1 + (T~(t»= M2 L (1 + epcOSS')-lLAikAsk' ein(k-k')
s' kk'

For the special casem = n, (2.13) becomes quite simple, namely

(1 + (T~(t» = ~L(l + ePcosk)-lIXk(tWk

(2.10) .

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

In other words; the problem of evaluating the expected value of the magnetized
spin is reduced to the integral equation (2.9).

For m oFnwe need to solve (2.9) and combine its solution with (2.13),and (2.8)
to obtain

2

(1 + ~(t» = ML(1 + epcoSk)-l{l+ Sl(t) + S2(t)}k

whereSl(t) and S2(t)are given by

"

i

Sl(t) = 4 ReL M exp{i[q - k)(n - m) + t(cos q- cosk)]}
q

x { dt' e-it'coSqh(t')Xit')

I

2'

S2(t) = L~ exp{i[(q- k)(n - m) + t cosq]}
qM

x { dt' e-it'cOSqh(t')Xq(t') 12

These are desired results.

'"
"'"
~
"
>;<>

(2.15a)

(2.15b)

(2.15c)

---
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So far the analysis is independent ofh(t).Since we cannot give a general solution
of (2.10),we wish to specify explicit cimedependence ofh(t).

3. Step function magnetic field

In order to study the question of approach to equilibrium, it is sufficient to require
that limt-+O?h(t) i= 0 exists, so we choose

{

o t<O
h(t)= -

h t > 0
Equation (2.10) then becomes

X(p, t) = e-itcosp- 2ih{ Jo(t - t')X(P, t') dt'.

Taking Laplace transform with respect tot we obtain

- 1 2 -
X(p,,) = . - 2ih(, + 1)-1/2X(P,,).

, + l COSP

Namely

X(p, ,) = (, + i COSp)-l [1 + 2ih(,2 + 1)-1/2r 1.

and

1

f
Y+iO? .

X(p, t) = ---; dut/(, + i COSp)-l [1 + 2ih(,2 + 1)-1/2r 1.
2m y-iO?

So in the thermodynamic limit we h~ve from (3.4) and (2.14)

1I
"

(1 + ~(t» =; -" dk(l + epcosk)-lIX(k, t)12.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.4)

(3.5)

I

I,

In order to study the approach to equilibrium of (3.5) (we take herem = n = 0
for convenience), we need the equilibrium magnetization. This can be obtained
by setting t = 0 in (I 3.24) and (I 3.26) so

O"iEq.)= 2~f dJc(A2- 1)-1[1 - 2h(Jc2- 1)-1/2r1[1 + eP;.r1.
1n c

An asymptotic study of (3.5) shows that the magnetization does not approach the
equilibrium result (3.6). Furthermore, among the order 1 terms we find an oscil-
latory term with frequency (1 +4h2)1/2.This is the isolated frequency discussed
by Lebowitz [4]",which determines the nonequilibrium final state.

For the step function field (3.1) one can use an alternative method, restricted
to this case. SinceH0 + hO"~was diagonolized in I we can write (2.2) as

<1 + (j~(t» = Z-l Tr
{
e~PHoM2 Lein(q'-q) exp[it(L}.pja)]

qq'

x (LjUjqaj)(Lj'U}q,aj') exp[ - itLlpjaj]}

(3.6)

I
i
f

(3.7)
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where Aj' Ujq are discussed in section 3 of 1. Performing the evolution transfor-
mation we find .

(1 + (J~(t) = Z-1 Tr
{

e-PHo
M2 LLeiln(q,-q)+to.rAj')]UjqUj-q,(X}(Xj' }. qq' jj'

Expressing (X},(Xj' in terms of the operatorsaqusing (13.9) and performing the
trace operation, we finally find

( 1 + u:(t) = ~~ ~ ~ {eiln(q'-q)+t(Aj-Aj')] (l + ePcosk)-1 U'!'U., U. U* }n H L... L... L... }k } k }q l' q'
qq' jj' k

Equation (3.9) is the desired answer, and with sufficient labor it can be shown to
be the same as (3.5). The advantage of this method is that wehavealready all the
expressions in it from paper 1. However, this method is applicable to fields which
are constants over a period of time, namely rather limited.

(3.8)

(3.9)

~. Approach to the final state

We already know [3] that when a global perturbation is turned on, the magnetiza-
tion does not approach equilibrium no matter how slowly the final field is reached.
To illustrate that this is the case for the present problem we choose

0 .

h(t) = {h(l - e-t)

tsO

t>O
(4.1)

The field (4.1) has the same values of (3.1) at 0 and 00.
The Laplace transform of (2.10) yield the difference equation

X(p, t) = (r + i cosp)-1 - 2ih(t2 + 1)-1/2 [X(P,t) - X(p, t + 1)]. (4.2)

This is a first order difference equation, with boundary conditionX(p, 00) = 0,
and its solution is readily obtained as

OC)

X(P,t) = L [(t + r)2 + 1]1/2(2ih)'(icosp + t + r)-l
r=O

x La [2ih + [(t + S)2+ 1]1/2]} -1 (4.3)

The first term in (4.3) is exactly (3.3), and the next term gives a contribution,
exponentially small int, to the magnetization. This could also be obtained by
direct iteration of (2.10)with the first order term taken as (3.4).

5. Oscillatory fields

In general it is harder to deal with periodic fieldsh(t) than with monotonic fields
(3.1) or (4.1).

To illustrate this consider the square wave

h(t) = h(t + t),

{
h 0 s t S t1

h(t) =
0 t1 S t S t

~.c
Oft (5.1)
f
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The evolution operator is thus given by (in theN + 1 period)

[ei(t-tdHoeitl(Ho+hC1/j)tB(N7:- t)

where B(t) is a simple exponential operator. As to computing the asymptotic
behavior of the magnetization we need to solve the eigenvector problem

ei(t-tdHo eitl(Ha+hC1/j) V= J1.V. (5.2)

The fact that (5.2) is harder than our previous eigenvector problem raises the
guess that it contains some resonance phenomenae, typical to any oscillatory
external fields, which is richer in structure.

Since the long-time oscillatory behavior of the thermodynamic averages depends
on very few extremal frequencies of the energy spectrum [3], we expect that a
resonance phenomenae will occur atw = 2, wherew is the frequency of the driving
external field. To illustrate this point consider

{
o

h(t) =
h coswt

Equation (2.10) then becomes

X(p, t)= e- it cas p - 2ih{ J o(t - t') coswt' X(p, t') d~-

Let X(p, t) = Y(p, t) + iZ(p, t) with Y and Z real, so (5.4) can be rewritten as

Y(p, t)= cos(tcosp) + 2h{ Jo(t - t') coswt' Z(p, t') dt' (5.5a)

Z(p, t) = - sin(t cosp) - ~h{ Jo(t - t') coswt' Y(p, t') dt' (5.5b)

and (2.14)becomes

1I
n

1 + <CTZ(t) = - (1 + ePCOSp)-l[yZ(p, t)+ Z2(P, t)] dp.
. n 0

t::;O

t>O
(5.3)

(5.4)

Since we are unable to solve (5.5) exactly, we assumeh to be small, and compute
<CT(t)to first order inh. Neglecting terms of orderhZwe obtain

8hI
n

m(t) ~ - (1 + ePCOSP)-ldp
n 0

x {sin(t cosp){ Jo(t - t') coswt' cos(t'cosp) dt'

- cos(tcosp){ Jo(t - t') coswt' sin(t' cosp)dt'}

Assuming for convenience thatfJ is small we obtain

\ (5.7)

8hfJI
n

I
t

m(t) ~ - dpcosp Jo(t - t') coswt' sin[(t - t') cosp] dt'
n 0 0

8hfJI
t

= - J o(t - t')J l(t - t') coswt' dt'.
n 0 -

(5.6)

..

(5.8)
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Integrating (5.8) by parts we find

4hf3 2 4hf3
J

I 2
(

.'
[ Jdm(t) ~ -(J o(t) - coswt) - -w JoT) sm w(t - T) T.

n n 0
(5.9)

It is clear thatm(t) is not analytic atw = 2. To see that, we analyze the integral
in (5.9). Let

11(w) =fo J~(T)COSWTdT

12(w) = fo'X)J~(T)sinwTdT.

(5.10a)

(5.lOb)

The integrals 11(w) and 12(w)can be carried out exactly (GR 6.672) [5J, and
after some manipulations we obtain

whereK(O) is the complete elliptical integral of the first kind.
These results exhibit a resonance phenomena atw = 2. These amplitudes are

clearly non-analytic, and the perturbation scheme breaks down forw = 2. Further-
more, the next order correction diverges with time as logt.

So,using (5.11)in (5.9)we find forw # 2

m(t) ~ 4; {J~(t)coswt - wsinw{ 11(W)'-foo J~(T)coswt' dT]

+ wcosw{1iW) - foo J~(T)SinCQTdT]}

In the remaining integrals we may replaceJ0 by its asymptotic form, and study
the resultingsi and ci functions for larget by integration by parts. So, forw # 2 we
finally obtain to first order inf3h.

(5.12)

m(t) ~ 4hf3{[- coswt - w11(w)sinwt+ w12(w)coswtJ+ O(t-l)}.n
'"

iI' In other words, we find that if we drive the system with a frequencyw, different
~ from the resonance frequency, the magnetization would oscillate with the samew,

with a phase lag that depends explicitly onw, as expected.

- _._~ - -- -

11(w)= n[K(1)+ K(H)] forw< 2 (5.lIa)

11(w)=0 for w > 2 (5.lIb)

1iw) = nK(1)
for w < 2 (S.lIc)

2n (2)
for w > 21 (w) = -K - (5.lId)

2 w w
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